TECHNICAL SHEET

WALL INTERIOR PAINTS

MURALGIPS SUPER COPRENTE
GENERAL PROPERTIES
It is a high covering, transpirant, vapour permeable, smooth, matt paint for
interiors with a low environmental impact, that allows to obtain a pleasant
finish, already with only ONE COAT of application. The product's
formulation is based on micro-emulsions in water dispersion strongly
anchoring and penetrating, pigments and fillers that make the product
ideal for use on plaster board, civil plasters both new and old, gypsum
plasters, already painted walls even if painted with dark or intense colours.
MURALGIPS SUPER COPRENTE contributes to the hiding of
imperfections caused by the screeding of the joints between plaster board
panels, improving the aesthetic appearance of the finish. Painting is antidrop.
INSTRUCTIONS
Substrate preparation:
Clean the surface to be painted, removing all dust, dirt and any loose or
flaking material. On very absorbent or crumbly surfaces, apply the
necessary primer, ECOFIX NANO-TECH diluted to 100% with water. On
plaster board surfaces or surfaces in good condition, after having cleaned
the surface and eliminated the main imperfections, it is possible to apply
the product without the use of a sealer or primer.
APPLICATION
Apply MURALGIPS SUPER COPRENTE as follows:
•Apply one or two coats of MURALGIPS SUPER COPRENTE with a roller
or brush, depending on the desired covering. Apply the product ready to
use or dilute at the most 10% with water, if it is too thixotropic for brush or
roller application. Wait 6 hours between one hand and the other.
•Do not apply at ambient/substrate temperature below +5°C or above
+35°C.
•Wash hands etc. with soap and water after handling the product.
•Wash equipment with water.
•Store in cool premises, under frost proof conditions.
•Use products in compliance with the current Health & Safety Regulations.
Do not release containers to the environment after use.
•Refer to the PSDS for further details.
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MURALGIPS SUPER COPRENTE
TECHNICAL PROPERTIES
SPECIFIC WEIGHT: 1,51 ± 0,05 Kg./lt a 25° C (ASTM D1475-60)
VISCOSITY AT 20 °C: Tixotropic
ASPECT OF FILM: Matt
COLOUR: White and Tinting System
COVERAGE: 12 - 14 mq./lt one coat
SIZE: 4 - 14 Lt
DRYING AT 20 °C
TOUCH DRY: 3 hrs
THROUGH DRYING : 24 hrs
TENDER SPECIFICATION ITEM
MURALGIPS SUPER COPRENTE
Application on treated surfaces of one layers of a high covering,
transpirant, vapour permeable, smooth, matt paint for interiors with a low
environmental impact, based on micro-emulsions in water dispersion
strongly anchoring and penetrating type MURALGIPS SUPER
COPRENTE. All must be carried out in accordance with the norms of
application, at a cost of ………… m² inclusive of materials and labour.
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